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ABSTRACT Conventional approaches to query expansion (QE) rely on the integration of an unstructured
corpus and probabilistic rules for the extraction of candidate expansion terms. These methods do not consider
search query semantics, thereby resulting in ineffective retrieval of information. The semantic approaches
for QE overcome this limitation, whereby a search query is expanded with meaningful terms that accord with
user information needs. This paper surveys recent approaches to semantic QE that employ different models
and strategies and leverages various knowledge structures. We organize these approaches into a taxonomy
that includes linguistic methods, ontology-based methods, and mixed-mode methods. We also discuss the
strengths and limitations of each type of semantic QE method. In addition, we evaluate various semantic QE
approaches in terms of knowledge structure utilization, corpus collection, baseline model adaptation, and
retrieval performance. Finally, future directions in exploiting personalized social information and multiple
ontologies for semantic QE are suggested.
INDEX TERMS Information retrieval, morphological expansion, ontology, semantic query expansion.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of an information retrieval (IR) system
is to retrieve documents that are relevant to a user’s inten-
tions from a large information space. Such systems calculate
the similarity between a search query and documents, and
retrieve a list of documents that are arranged in descend-
ing order of similarity. The retrieved list of documents is
sometimes large and contains many irrelevant documents,
especially when searching the Web. The main issue that
is encountered in the retrieval of documents that are not
related to user needs is the vocabulary mismatch problem:
the terms that the author has used to describe a concept in
the document differ among users. Furnas et al. [1] conclude
that the likelihood of searchers using the same word for
a concept is less than 20%. The main reasons for such a
low percentage include the use of words that have similar
meanings (synonyms) and the use of words that represent the
same term (polysemy).
This critical issue of vocabulary mismatch is further aggra-
vated by short queries, which are becoming increasingly
common in web search. Most of the prevalent web search
queries contain no more than two or three words [2]; thus, the
likelihood of encountering the severe issues of synonymy and
polysemy is very low. Addressing the problem of vocabulary
mismatch is essential for such short queries and important for
effective information retrieval.
Query expansion (QE) is one of the most effective tech-
niques for dealing with term scarcity, which is prevalent in
web search queries. Several semantic QE approaches, includ-
ing linguistic and ontology-based approaches, for addressing
the vocabulary mismatch problem have been proposed in
recent years. In this paper, we will discuss semantic QE
approaches, which have substantial advantages over manual
and statistical QE techniques [3] as they expand each search
query with meaningful concepts that are captured from a
knowledge structure (manually or automatically constructed)
to represent the searcher’s intent.
Existing semantic QE approaches can be categorized as
linguistic, ontology-based and mixed-mode (hybrid). In lin-
guistic approaches, word senses are derived from a thesaurus
(a lexicon that includes synonyms, hyponyms and other pos-
sible word sense relationships among concepts) based on
the original search query terms, which serve as expansion
terms. The source of the expansion terms is an ontology
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(a knowledge structure that describes the concepts, proper-
ties and relations between concepts) for QE approaches of
the second category. Ontology-based QE approaches exploit
the generalization, specialization or other relationships of
ontology to extract meaningful words for expanding a query.
A mixed-mode approach combines features of linguistic and
ontology-based approaches; thus, expansion terms may be
obtained from multiple knowledge structures.
Although semantic QE approaches are effective in improv-
ing retrieval performance, extensive review work for these
approaches is not available. One notable effort is made
by [4], which only reviews ontology-oriented semantic QE
approaches, along with QE case studies. However, the focus
of the paper is to compare ontological QE with relevance
feedback QE. Wu et al. [5] present a synthesized model
for ontology-based query expansion and has surveyed sev-
eral ontology-based QE paradigms. The paper classifies QE
approaches from only the ontology class; however, these
techniques have not been systematically compared with one
another.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses semantic QE and the contribution of
knowledge structures in realizing semantics for QE is given in
Section 3. Semantic QE approaches are classified in
Section 4 and various approaches for semantic QE are
reviewed. Section 5 presents a brief analysis of semantic
QE approaches and evaluates them in terms of key features.
Future directions for semantic QE are discussed in Section 6.
Finally, the last section presents our conclusions.
II. SEMANTIC QUERY EXPANSION
The basic strategy of QE is to compute expansion terms that
are relevant to the user intent and add them to the initial search
query to optimize the IR system interpretation of the search
query. Traditional QE approaches such as global analysis [6]
and local analysis [7] utilize a corpus to expand the search
query. The candidate expansion terms are extracted after
statistical analysis of the corpus contents. According to [4],
these corpus-driven statistical approaches perform well when
a large corpus is available and the corpus content is relevant to
the domain aspects of the search query. In contrast, semantic
QE approaches do not have such limitations as they are based
on corpus-independent knowledge structures (e.g., a lexical
thesaurus or ontology).
Semantic QE softens the IR interpretation of the search
query using the concepts of a knowledge structure. The
expansion terms are obtained based on a similarity measure
between the initial search query terms and the concepts of
the knowledge structure, and are used to expand the search
query with meaningful terms (concepts) that are closer to
the user intent. One major advantage of semantic QE is that
the knowledge structure is always available in the expansion
mechanism, in contrast to the QE methods, such as relevance
feedback [7], where the expansion process depends on the
initial search results.
FIGURE 1. Types of knowledge structures.
The strategy of using a thesaurus or ontology for QE can
be traced at least to the work of [8], where search query
terms were manually disambiguated and used to retrieve the
related concepts from an ontology. The main objective of the
research was to demonstrate the usefulness of a knowledge
structure in the QE process. Knowledge structures represent
imperative sources for semantic QE. A knowledge structure is
constituted by the relationships among concepts, from which
the context (semantics) of a concept can be used to generate
meaningful expansion terms. Efthimiadis [9] work classified
corpus-independent knowledge structures into three cate-
gories: (1) domain-specific thesauri, which represent syn-
onym or other related relationships between concepts of a
domain; (2) general thesauri, such as WordNet [10], which
are not limited to a specified domain; and (3) dictionaries
such as the Collins dictionary [11]. According to strength
of semantic expressiveness, [12] has identified four types
of knowledge structures: taxonomies, thesauri, topic maps
and ontologies. Figure 1 presents these types of knowledge
structures in increasing order of semantic expressiveness.
Ontologies are at the top of the model, as they have the
highest level of semantic power, followed by topic maps,
which represent association relations among topics. Thesauri,
which show less semantic expressiveness than topic maps,
can be described as structured vocabularies that represent the
semantic relations of a certain domain, while taxonomies,
which have the lowest level of semantic expressiveness, rep-
resent only hierarchical relations among the concepts of a
domain.
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III. IMPORTANCE OF KNOWLEDGE STRUCTURE
FOR QUERY EXPANSION
As discussed previously, a knowledge structure represents a
potential source of semantically related terms. A user query
can be expanded with more comprehensible terms using
knowledge-structure based QE. Biswas et al. [13] report
that the gap between the search query and document space
can be better filled with expansion terms that are gener-
ated from an ontology. Now, we discuss characteristics of
knowledge structures that appear to be important for effective
semantic QE.
A. SEMANTIC VOCABULARY
A knowledge structure can be domain-specific (describ-
ing the classification of a specified domain) or general
(for instance, Cyc and EuroWordNet). Concepts, relations
between concepts and the properties of concepts constitute
the vocabulary of the knowledge structure, thereby leveraging
the selection of semantically rich terms for QE. However,
according to [14] and [15], the performance of QE is highly
dependent on the quality of the vocabulary, for instance,
its accuracy, completeness and up-to-date representation of
knowledge.
For example, Dey et al. [16] expanded the search query
using the vocabulary of two ontologies: plant and wine
ontologies. The terms that have the shortest semantic distance
between search query terms and ontology terms are selected.
Results on the Google search engine demonstrated a 41.5%
increase in precision for queries that were expanded with
plant ontology terms and a 22% increase in precision with
wine ontology terms.
B. TAXONOMY RELATIONS
Simple taxonomy relations, such as hypernym (Has-A) and
hyponym (Is-A), enable the upward and downward traversal
of the taxonomy for general categories and subcategories,
respectively. The rationale behind using such relations in QE
is to obtain more general concepts or specified concepts for
search query terms from the knowledge structure, thereby
expanding the query with closely related concepts. However,
the selection of an appropriate hierarchical distance (for
example, two or more levels from the original concept) for
obtaining candidate expansion concepts from a knowledge
structure remains a crucial problem [17]. According to [18],
a conceptual distance of less than five levels is considered
appropriate by users.
Consider as an example the work of [19], where each query
is expanded with subcategories in the taxonomy. Improve-
ment in the search results over short-length documents was
demonstrated. Subcategories are also reported as satisfactory
candidates for QE by [20] and [21], which demonstrated
improvement in recall and precision measures. In performing
experiments using the ProQuest thesaurus, [22] evaluated the
usefulness of various thesaurus relations (such as synonym,
descendent and ancestor) in QE. The experimental results
demonstrated an increase in the recall measure for queries
that were expanded with ancestor terms, but at the cost of a
significant decline in the precision measure.
C. NON-TAXONOMIC RELATIONS
Rather than relying on hierarchical relations (e.g., is-a rela-
tions) in selecting expansion terms, a different type of QE
approaches focus on non-taxonomic relations of the knowl-
edge structure, such as synonym, troponymy, antonymy,
part-of, semantic-role, dependence, typical-location, cause
and telic-role relations [23]–[27]. Navigli and Velardi [28]
found that expanding queries with non-taxonomic relations
yields promising results.
According to [8], neighbor (same-level) taxonomy rela-
tions, such as synonym, antonym and related-concept rela-
tions, are effective in disambiguating query term senses
and can be easily obtained from knowledge resources (for
instance, dictionaries, thesauri or WordNet). Related-concept
relations are also found to be very effective in obtaining
expansion terms from an ontology by [29]. Word senses
that are described within WordNet have been widely used
by many researchers to successfully disambiguate the ini-
tial search query terms [30], [31]. Navigli and Velardi [32]
suggest that words that are extracted from gloss relations in
WordNet are better candidates for QE than hypernyms and
hyponyms. They used gloss words to identify the semantic
domain of search query terms and exploited the common
nodes in the semantic domain to expand the search query.
The research demonstrated improvement over baseline unex-
panded queries.
IV. CLASSIFICATION OF SEMANTIC QE APPROACHES
The previous section describes how knowledge structures
can be effectively used for the semantic expansion of search
queries. According to the level of semantic expressiveness
of the knowledge structures (see Section I), the semantic
QE approaches can be divided into three main categories:
linguistic approaches, ontology-based approaches and
mixed-mode approaches. Each category can be further
divided into subcategories according to key features. Figure 2
presents the general classification of these approaches, each
of which is discussed in detail in the following subsections.
A. LINGUISTIC APPROACHES
Recent QE approaches focus on term dependency informa-
tion, such as term morphology or related terms, in natural
language to expand the initial search query. These are named
linguistic QE approaches as they exploit natural language
properties to generate the expansion terms; thus, they can be
more effective in the disambiguation of word sense [33].
1) MORPHOLOGICAL EXPANSION
Morphological expansion approaches leverage morpholog-
ical forms of query words (for instance, the stem, part of
speech, adjectives, and progressive form of a word) to gen-
erate the expansion features. Bilotti et al. [34] expanded
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FIGURE 2. Classification of semantic QE approaches.
queries with morphological variation in a question-answering
system and concluded that morphological expansion results
in a high recall ratio. Experiments that were carried out
by [35] using various languages corpora also demonstrated
that expanding queries with morphological variants of query
terms (extracted automatically from the documents) yields
satisfactory retrieval performance.
Word stemming involves finding the root of a word via
affix stripping; this information can be added to the ini-
tial search query for efficient information retrieval [36].
Many researchers have proposed stemmers, such as
Paice/Husk [37], Krovetz [38] and Porter [39], which have
been employed in most QE strategies and yielded substantial
improvement in the recall and precision measures [40]–[44].
The benefit of using stemmers in QE has been analyzed
by [45], in which the authors performed experiments using
two stemmers, namely, Krovetz and Porter, and the MeSH
thesaurus. QE experiments on the Porter stemmer yielded
more accurate results in terms of the MAP measure, while
the Krovetz stemmer performed well in terms of the R-Prec
measure.
Identifying the parts of speech (POS) of query terms
is another morphological approach for QE. POS taggers,
for instance, Brill’s tagger [46] and the log-linear tag-
ger [47], are used to identify the morphological categories
(e.g., noun, verb, or adjective) of words. Several researchers
have exploited POS tagging in their QE approaches.
Jayanthi et al. [48] proposed a semantic QE approach for per-
sonalized search in which a POS tagger is used to extract can-
didate expansion phrases using WordNet. Lu et al. [49] also
assigned POS tags to query terms and extracted synonyms
from WordNet for each term. To minimize the inclusion of
inappropriate synonyms, the approach selects only synonyms
that have the same POS tag. Experimental results demon-
strated significant improvement in the precision and recall
ratios.
2) RELATED-TERM EXPANSION
Related-term expansion approaches take advantage of syn-
onymy and other semantically related word relationships to
augment the search query. Knowledge structures such as dic-
tionaries and thesauri are useful sources for extracting these
word relationships based on the context of the search query.
According to [50], the LDOCE dictionary and Roget’s the-
saurus are among the most commonly used knowledge struc-
tures for obtaining the senses of a word. Mandala et al. [51]
investigated three types of thesauri, namely, hand-crafted,
co-occurrence and head-modifier thesauri, for QE and
reported increases in recall performance. In recent work
by [52], QE is performed by using the multidisciplinary
EuroVoc thesaurus. First, the search query is mapped with
thesaurus terms. Then, parent, child, parallel and related
relations for matched terms are used to expand the original
query. QE using thesaurus relations yielded improved results
for queries that previously provided no result.
WordNet is another well-known lexical database for deriv-
ing candidate word senses for QE. Both dictionary and
thesaurus features have been combined into WordNet and
Stevenson [53] argues that such a combination yields more
comprehensive knowledge than the individual feature sets.
George Miller and his team made a notable effort in devel-
oping an English language lexicon, namely, WordNet [54]
which classifies words into four senses (nouns, adjectives,
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verbs and adverbs). Further, words that have the same mean-
ing are grouped into sets, which are named synsets, whereby
each synset has semantic relations with others (for instance,
hyponym and meronym relations). Most research toward QE
focused on extracting lexical relations from WordNet to add
meaningful terms to search queries [30], [55]–[57]. In the
following, we describe more sophisticated research for QE
using WordNet.
The effect of using synsets fromWordNet for QE has been
evaluated by Song et al. [58]. They identified key phrases
of the search query and matched them with the WordNet
vocabulary to obtain the synsets. The most similar synsets
are extracted based on search query terms and used to extend
the query. Experimental settings that used the TREC cor-
pus yielded improvements in the precision measure for the
expanded queries. Nakade et al. [59] proposed an alternative
semantic QE approach for obtaining relevant tweets using
thesauri (from thesaurus.com) and a corpus of 35000 tweets.
The approach uses thesaurus.com thesauri to calculate syn-
onyms for original search topics and reformulate an expanded
query expression by adding search topics and synonyms using
parenthesis and OR operators. According to an evaluation of
the queries, the overall retrieval performance was improved.
Indeed, the method appears to be useful for searching for
relevant tweets; however, it does not cover the expansion of
query terms such as the name of a place.
B. ONTOLOGY-BASED APPROACHES
In these query expansion approaches, concepts from ontol-
ogy are added to initial queries prior to the submission of
the queries on the IR system. Concepts that represent the
entities in a domain are semantically interconnected to form
a knowledge structure, namely, an ontology. Thus, an ontol-
ogy describes the traits of a domain. Weber [60] has classi-
fied ontologies into two main categories: those that describe
the traits of a domain, which are named domain-dependent
ontologies, and those that cover general traits of the real
world (i.e., multiple domains), which are named domain-
independent ontologies. Both categories attract attention
from the IR community, especially in the field of QE, for
extending search queries with contextual information [50].
In the following, we will discuss several works that utilize
ontologies for query expansion.
1) QUERY EXPANSION USING DOMAIN-DEPENDENT
ONTOLOGIES
Many domain-dependent ontologies exist, for instance,
in the fields of agriculture, medicine, business, law, sport,
the academy, annals and food. The DARPA Agent Mark-up
Language (DAML) aims at maintaining a large repository of
such ontologies (http://www.daml.org/ontologies/, accessed
20November 2018). A substantial amount of work on QE
has been conducted on deriving contextual information from
domain ontologies (e.g., [61]–[64]). This section discusses
recent QE methods that employ domain-dependent ontolo-
gies to generate candidate expansion terms. The experimental
results of these methods (as will be presented) demonstrate
that domain-dependent ontology-based QE has a positive
effect on the overall performance of IR systems.
Alromima et al. [65] implemented a QE mechanism that is
based on a domain-specific ontology. The authors used Pro-
tégé to build an Arabic ontology and the SPARQL language
to extract the candidate expansion terms from the ontology.
In addition, a vector-space model based IR system was devel-
oped for retrieving the results from the Arabic dataset. The
experimental results demonstrated improvements in both the
precision and recall measures compared to simple keyword-
based retrieval. Another example is [66], in which authors
proposed a semantic QE approach that uses an ontology in the
medical domain. Themethod constructed a hepatitis ontology
using emerging natural languages and the MeSH knowledge
base. This ontologywas used to extract the expansion term set
using semantic relationships including synonym, hypernym
and related-word relationships. The overall performance of
the system prototype was improved in terms of the precision
and average precision ratios.
2) QUERY EXPANSION USING DOMAIN-INDEPENDENT
ONTOLOGIES
Ontologies that are independent of any domain contain
general-purpose vocabulary and relationships such as sub-
types, related concepts and instances. These ontologies aim
at covering the knowledge of multiple domains; thus, they
can be a useful resource for semantic applications. Substantial
efforts have been made to build these knowledge struc-
tures, such as OpenCyc [67], YAGO [68], Freebase [69],
DBpedia [70] and UNIpedia [71]. As presented in the fol-
lowing, the QE paradigm has recently focused on utiliz-
ing domain-independent ontologies to generate candidate
expansion terms.
A semantic query enrichment model was presented by
Aggarwal and Buitelaar [72]. They used Wikipedia and
DBpedia ontologies to obtain the candidate expansion con-
cepts. Semantic relatedness among candidate concepts was
computed via the explicit semantic analysis (ESA) method.
Finally, the K best concepts in terms of high ESA score were
selected to extend the search query. Experimental results on
the CHiC dataset demonstrated high precision for the pro-
posed QE model compared to manual relevance QE. Xiong
and Callan [73] investigated the Freebase ontology in their
QE paradigm. The QE method identifies topics (that corre-
spond to real-world entities) that are related to query terms
from Freebase. Topic relations within the knowledge graph
of Freebase were examined to identify candidate expansion
terms. The expansion terms were added to queries that were
selected from the Bing search engine log. Using the Indri
search engine and the ClueWeb09 corpus, the QE model was
20% more effective than the baseline QE strategy. Another
QEmodel for image retrieval based on a domain-independent
knowledge base was proposed by [74]. Semantically related
expansion features were computed using comprehensive
knowledge of the Cyc ontology. Overall, the performance of
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proposed system was significantly improved over the Bing
search engine.
Despite successful attempts and improved results, several
studies have demonstrated that QE using a domain-
independent ontology does not always yield improved
retrieval efficiency. The work in [4] and [8] identified two
problems in query expansion with a domain-independent
ontology: First, a general ontology includes ambiguous
terms. Second, such an ontology is too general to cap-
ture the specialized properties of a domain. Accordingly,
Hersh et al. [75] demonstrated that QEwith a general-purpose
ontology does not necessarily yield fruitful results.
C. MIXED-MODE APPROACHES
Mixed-mode QE approaches take the advantage of both
linguistic and semantic QE techniques. Many researchers
have examined the effects of combining lexicon (linguistic)
and ontology (semantic) techniques in QE mechanisms
(e.g., [76], [77]). According to [50], utilizing both lexicon and
ontology techniques in the generation of expansion terms is
beneficial, as the former provide knowledge on related terms
and the latter provide context for each term.
One of the approaches in this category was investigated
in [78], in which linguistic and semantic information were
integrated in QE. The methodology used WordNet to cap-
ture the linguistic information, while semantic knowledge
was acquired from the ResearchCyc (domain-independent)
ontology. The contextual knowledge from both sources is
used to generate the final extended query. Prototype results
of the proposed methodology demonstrated improvement for
web queries in terms of the relevance percentage. Recently,
Devi and Gandhi [79] proposed a semantic query expan-
sion model for the sports domain. The main steps of the
proposed QE algorithm are as follows: (1) parse the search
query, (2) extract synonyms from WordNet, (3) expand the
query with words from a sports ontology, and (4) retrieve the
results using the Google search API. The approach yielded
noticeable improvement in terms of the precision and recall
performance.
V. EVALUATION OF SEMANTIC QUERY
EXPANSION APPROACHES
In this section, we assess the strengths and limitations of the
major categories of semantic QE approaches. Then, we eval-
uate and compare various semantic QE approaches in terms
of several criteria.
A. ASSESSMENT OF SEMANTIC QE APPROACHES
Table 1 lists distinctive advantages and disadvantages for
the main classes of semantic QE approaches. Linguistic
approaches are valuable for sense disambiguation of each
query keyword; thus, they can be useful in the processing
of natural language queries. Moreover, with a focus on term-
based sense disambiguation, these techniques yield high val-
ues for the retrieval recall ratio. However, linguistic analysis
is less effective in satisfying user information needs as it lacks
TABLE 1. Advantages and disadvantages of the main semantic
QE approaches.
semantic analysis and accurate domain identification of user
search queries.
Recently, exploiting ontology (representing high quality
semantics of a domain) in procedure of query expansion
appears to be more successful in discovering the contex-
tual data for search query. Ontology-based (whether domain-
dependent or domain-independent) QE methods realize the
search query semantic and are found to be more efficient in
achieving more precise results. A shortcoming of this cate-
gory of semantic QE is the construction and maintenance of
ontology structure, since the poor ontology may degrade the
query expansion performance. Furthermore, ontology-based
QE approaches rely on exact matching between the query and
the ontology vocabulary, which is a complex task for user
queries that are written in natural language.
Rather than relying on either linguistic properties or ontol-
ogy knowledge, an appealing class of semantic QE
approaches (namely, mixed-mode QE approaches) exploits
both in the procedure for query expansion. Linguistic analysis
is useful in user-query sense disambiguation, while the use
of an ontology enables the identification of query semantics.
Mixed-mode semantic QE approaches are more efficient in
the extraction of quality expansion features; however, they
require more computations and may result in the generation
of a large volume of expansion features (poor features may
be included).
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TABLE 2. Analysis of semantic approaches for query expansion in terms of key features.
According to the advantages and disadvantages of
each semantic QE category, as summarized in Table 1, every
technique is valuable in certain circumstances. However,
the selection of best semantic approach for QE requires con-
sideration of following aspects:
– Term sense identification or query context identificatio;
– Ontology availability and accuracy;
– Query interface: natural language or keyword-based;
– Short or long querie;
– Retrieval requirements: precision or recal;
– Computational efficiency requirements.
B. EVALUATION OF SEMANTIC QE APPROACHES
USING KEY FACETS
To evaluate major approaches for semantic QE, we have
considered five operational facets: semantic QE strategy,
knowledge structure, experimental setup, baseline model and
efficiency measures. These facets have been adopted in a
wide range of semantic QE methods. Table 2 lists recently
published semantic QE approaches on the basis of these
operational facets.
1) SEMANTIC QE STRATEGY
This facet identifies the class of semantic strategy for QE
(as outlined in Section 3). As each semantic QE strategy
uses a distinct approach to facilitate effective result retrieval,
we list two or three published research systems for each type
of semantic QE.
2) KNOWLEDGE STRUCTURE
All semantic QE strategies rely on knowledge structures
for the extraction of additional conceptual data. Most of
the semantic QE approaches exploit ontologies (domain-
dependent or independent) as a knowledge source in their
expansion procedure.
3) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the experimental setting, the researchers have exploited a
corpus and an IR system in the overall procedure of semantic
QE. This facet reports various types of corpora that are used
as test beds in the IR model to demonstrate the improvement
of semantic QE performance. Among several combinations
of corpora and IR models in the relevant literature, most of
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the research works utilize conventional search engines and
various TREC datasets to evaluate the retrieval performance.
4) BASELINE MODEL
To assess the performance of a proposed approach, a reason-
able strategy is to compare it with a similar model (called
a baseline model). According to the results that have been
published in the literature, the best baseline model is the ‘no
expansion’ model (a run of the system without expanding
the user query), while the pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF)
model [7] and Rocchio model [80] are less commonly used
as baseline models.
5) EFFICIENCY MEASURES
This facet investigates the metrics that are adopted by the
research community to assess the efficiency of their semantic
approach to expanding user queries. Among various effi-
ciency metrics, precision, mean average precision and recall
are the most widely accepted and used measures in semantic
QE systems.
We summarize various semantic approaches for QE using
key facets, rather than simply concentrating on identify-
ing related expansion terms using the Wordnet thesaurus
(i.e., ontologies). The use of this thesaurus has continued,
in combination with other knowledge structures, in sophisti-
cated techniques of semantic QE. In addition, TREC datasets
have received a substantial amount of attention in cur-
rent practice on semantic QE, mainly because they are the
most typical source for evaluating the retrieval performance.
Furthermore, most semantic QE works adopt the no expan-
sion model (baseline) and variants of the precision metric to
evaluate the improvement in system performance.
VI. FUTURE TRENDS FOR SEMANTIC QE
With the aim of facilitating information retrieval, semantic
QE techniques acquire and restrict the number of expanded
terms using knowledge structures. In this section, we discuss
two important directions in semantic QE: personalized social
semantic QE and multiple-ontology-based semantic QE.
A. PERSONALIZED SOCIAL SEMANTIC QE
Benefits of extracting semantics from an ontology have been
realized by many QE systems. However, the conventional
semantic QE techniques do not exploit the individual user
search context (i.e., user profile or search history), which is
necessary for identifying the correct context of a user query.
Identifying the search context of a user query is important for
two reasons: (1) the same search query by different users may
convey dissimilar information (e.g., the user query ‘apple’
may refer to the fruit or the mobile device) and (2) each user’s
requirementsmay change over time. For instance, at one time,
user may search for the apple fruit, while later, the user may
search for mobile devices of the Apple brand. Thus, we must
consider the user context (namely, personalize information)
in future semantic QE to optimize the retrieval performance.
In additional to the user profile, social bookmarking sys-
tems (e.g., del.icio.us) and social networking sites, such as
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn, can be useful sources for
gathering personalize information on users. Recently, stud-
ies [88]–[91] have demonstrated the benefits of adding per-
sonalized social information to semantic QE. For instance,
Zhu et al. [92] devised a novel QE framework for search-
ing for high-quality tweets. The model combines semantic
facets (i.e., nouns and verbs are extracted from tweets) and
social behavior (e.g., number of followers and number of
likes) to expand the user query. According to an experi-
mental evaluation using Twitter data from TREC 2015 and
several performance metrics, this approach outperforms clas-
sical personalize QE approaches. A similar approach of using
personalized information in semantic QE is described in [93],
whereby semantic classes are extracted from ontologies to
classify images. Then, the system integrates ontological data
and personalized data (captured from user click-through data)
to retrieve the user-relevant images. The results demonstrate
that the combination of semantic and personalized features
yields better retrieval performance.
B. MULTIPLE-ONTOLOGY-BASED SEMANTIC QE
A recent trend in semantic QE is to utilize multiple ontolo-
gies for effective retrieval performance. The use of multiple
ontologies facilitates the procurement of distinct semantic
knowledge; thus, the multiple ontology-based QE technique
performs well in obtaining valuable candidate expansion
terms and outperforms single-ontology-based QE.
Several semantic QE strategies that use multiple ontolo-
gies have been proposed in recent literature [77], [94].
Zingla et al. [95] focus on integrating two knowledge struc-
tures, namely, Wikipedia and DBpedia, for calculating the
candidate expansion terms. Seven QE methods are imple-
mented and the QE method that uses both Wikipedia and
DBpedia ontology outperforms other methods in terms of
mean precision.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Semantic QE is an advanced approach that explicitly con-
siders the knowledge structure and improves the information
retrieval performance. The objective of semantic QE is to
enhance the QE procedure by identifying strategies that more
effectively exploit semantic relationships within the knowl-
edge structure (i.e., ontology). Currently, many semantic
approaches for QE are available to cater to user information
requirements. The present work classifies and discusses a
spectrum of these methods, which have reported remarkable
improvements in overall retrieval performance.
A common approach is linguistic semantic QE, which
exploits natural language characteristics (e.g., morphological
forms of words and synonyms of words) to generate terms
as candidates for expansion. Of the linguistic techniques,
the related-term expansion approach is more effective in the
disambiguation of query terms since it uses thesauri or dic-
tionaries to extract the senses for the user query. Methods in
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this category of QE realize high recall values, but at the
cost of imprecise document retrieval (i.e., low precision).
More advanced semantic QE approaches rely on an ontol-
ogy rather than a thesaurus to obtain semantically related
terms for expansion. Ontologies (either domain-dependent or
domain-independent) are found to be most useful resources
for describing traits (e.g., concepts, relationships among con-
cepts, and constraints) in practice; thus, they can provide
satisfactory expansion features. The most recent ontology-
based QE effort focuses on the use of a domain-specific
ontology (instead of a general ontology) and obtains results
that are of not only high precision but also increased recall.
However, the retrieval performance most highly depends on
the quality of the ontology knowledge.
A recent trend to semantic QE is the development of
mixed-mode strategies that combine linguistic and ontolog-
ical knowledge to identify optimized expansion features.
These methods yielded improved results on experimental
benchmarks (i.e., TREC evaluation) and were found to be
more robust in terms of performance on short and long user
queries and the availability of knowledge structures.
In summary, a wide range of semantic QE approaches are
available for effectively extending user queries and realizing
improvements in average retrieval performance. This survey
may act as a preliminary guide to modern approaches for
semantic QE, as it bridges the literature deficits and gaps.
In the future, the use of personalized social data and multiple
ontologies in semantic QE methods must be further invested
to maximize the retrieval performance.
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